
25
pers/min

CROSSING CAPACITY

60
pers/min

FREE ACCESS PASSAGE WIDTH

560
mm

Twix turnstile - is a robust and powerful 
solution in the line of our products. This 

model will efficiently guard the entrance even 
in a heavy duty mode of pass ways at loaded 

objects like stadiums or plants and factories. 
Turnstiles design is strict and elegant 

depending on the finishing of the materials it 
will perfectly fit in unpretentious interior 

entrance and elegant office building. Laconic 
design and high quality materials making 

turnstile Twix ensure reliable operation for 
years.

Electromechanical antipanic function (for 
prevention and elimination of public panic in 

an emergency case in buil-dings by providing 
the fail safe way through the turnstile with the 

help of remote control).

Technical Specifications:

                    Length 724 mm

                        Width 1004 mm

                      Height 1045 mm

                                    Weight, not more 45 kg

Controlled by:

    access control system;
    manual control
When power goes OFF both 
directions are free.

Electrical Specifications:

    Voltage:
- from the AC (100-240)V, 50/60Hz;
- from a DC source 12 V

    Maximum power consumption 
   50 W per pass;
    Degree of protection according to 
    GOST 14254-96 - IP41
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1 - post;
2 - top cover;
3 - housing;
4 - side cover;
5 - hub with three rods;

6 - control mechanism;
7 - damper;
8 - LED display;
9 - anchor Redibolt
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•  ALSTOM power plant, Narva, Estonia;
•  Zoological Gardens, Brno, Czech Republic;
•  Business center, Warsaw, Poland;

•  Ukrainian Nuclear Power Plants;
•  “PharmaStar”  factory, Kiev, Ukraine
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